Title

Remixing - Learning with un lapin

Brief description of clip

Using Mozilla’s Popcorn Maker tool, an existing video clip is
repurposed for language learning by overlaying speech bubbles
with text.

Difficulty rating of
production
(easy/intermediate/
complex)

easy

Recommended CEFR
level

A1+

Technical details

The tool allows users to work with any publically available video
content and remix it, adding text pop ups, images, information from
Wikipedia or google maps, editing the audio and adding other
effects. The project can be saved by creating an account and is
entirely web based. It can be shared using the URL or embed code.
Bear in mind that web based creations may only be available
subject to certain conditions, if an account is rarely used they
resource may disappear. It may be best to create a school or
class account for your activity.

Suggestions
(preparation/pre and
post activities)

Chosen video content is reviewed and learners brainstorm how it
can be enhanced for language learning. They use post-it notes to
create a wall of suggestions. In groups they remix the video to
create a new resource and share with each other.
Using short clips made by the learners can be very engaging as the
stories they intended can be transformed when remixed.
Lots of opportunities for communication in the target language too
as you compare the remixes.

Ideas for application in
different contexts

The nature of the clips can be altered for more detailed project
work. A clip on a news item for example could be enhanced with
text or links to other sources of information or interactive polls
making the activity more suitable to an advanced audience.

Useful links

https://popcorn.webmaker.org/
other Mozilla webmaker tools
https://webmaker.org/en-US/explore
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